
CITIZEN PET~TIONTO THE LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCil
REGARDING RESTRICTED PARKING ON

IREDELL STREET IN STUDIO CITY

ACTION REQUESTED
Effective Immediately, the LosAngeles City Council designate permit parking status to the area of Iredell' Street known as "Upper
Iredell" to conform with parking restriction already in place on the lower portion of the street. This request is the result of numerous
safety and health threats posed by patrons who use the Wilacre Park, Betty Dearing Hiking Trail, in Fryman Canyon.

BACKGROUND
In 2005, the area known as "Lower Iredell" Street in Studio City was granted restricted parking status to alleviate traffic and parking
problems brought on by the daily crush of hikers using the Wilacre Park, Betty Dearing Hiking Trail. These hikers refused to use the
parking lot and pay a usage fee, seeking free parking instead. Inexplicably, this restriction did not extend to the upper portion of
Iredell Street where the below petitioners reside. We live on the very same street wrongly designated to be a separate road known
as "Upper Iredell." However, there is no legal distinction between "Upper Iredell" and "Lower iredell." In fact, Iredell Street ends in
a cul-de-sac further west, not midway at the intersection of Iredell Lane as you have inaccurately deemed. We contest that the
haphazard decision to permit only the lower portion of our street resulted in immediate and negative implications to all the
homeowners unfortunately situated on "Upper Iredell."

Hikers quickly realized they merely had to go farther up the street to enjoy free parking - shifting the burden to our end Iredell and
further depriving the park of badly needed revenue for maintenance. At the same time, the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy
approved a reduction in parking fees from $3 ..00 to $1.00 to encourage hikers to use the parking lot provided, in turn supporting the
park financially. However, in March of 2009, that same committee reversed their decision and increased fees to the original $3.00.
To avoid this increased fee, hikers flock to "Upper Iredell" in search of free· parking. In fact, several websites and blogs encourage
hikers to avoid the parking lot and instruct hikers to park in the unrestricted area of "Upper Iredell." This section of Iredell is an
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extremely narrow, winding street and as result of the overwhelming volume of traffic and parkers, residents are forced to deal with
public safety and public health concerns on a daily basis. The residents of Fryman Canyon deeply appreciate Wilacre Park and the
outdoor experience it offers our own families and the law-abiding citizens who appropriately park their vehicles and support the
park. We in no way want to limit that experience. However, we are your constituents and we require a solution to a very serious
situation that is escalating.

PUBLIC SAFETY THREATS
Access for Emergency First Responders Regularly Blocked

.. Our portion of Iredell Street is substandard in width and a designated fire brush area surrounded by a large expanse of dry
fields. Because the street is extremely narrow, first responders/emergency vehicles do not have unrestricted passageto
reach residents at all times or accessto the fire trail with large vehicles during an emergency. FORTHESAFETYOF OUR
RESIDENTSAND DWELLINGS,THECITYMUST ENSURETHISSTREETREMAINSACCESSIBLEIN THEEVENTOFAN EMERGENCY!

.. Hikers park on blind corners and areas where there is no restricted parking, as well as the opposite side of the street which
has been previously designated as "no parking," jutting out into the narrow road, effectively blocking two-way traffic.

• Hikers come at all hours of the day and night. Many walk down the street well past dark making it very difficult for drivers to
see them making for a potentially dangerous situation,

e Hikers disregard proper behavior and etiquette as they talk at loud volumes; they stretch, talk and walk in the middle of the
street, often with their car doors wide open (all accidents waiting to happen as we turn the bend on a daily basis!).

.. This area is highly populated with young children at the mercy of hikers driving too fast, or driving distracted and reckless,
unfamiliar with the neighborhood and searching for unpermitted free parking.

Residential Burglaries & Transients
II Our neighborhood has experienced a large number of residential burglaries and vehicle break-ins in the last year (see latest

report from LAPDSenior Lead Officer Michael Lewis). Hikers come at all hours of the day and night. We are forced to deal
with strangers and unknown cars, trucks and vans parked on our street. There is no way for residents to distinguish who may
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be a criminal or a visitor, or recognize and report a strange vehicle leaving us with little defense against burglars and other
criminals.

e Transients use our street for a hotel- we have a regular individual who sleeps in their vehicle.

PUBLIC HEALTH THREATS
Human and Animal Urine and Feces

" Our yards and the street are regularly used as outdoor bathrooms with both adult hikers and children openly urinating on
our lawns. We have actually had to stop our vehicles and confront hikers urinating openly in the street If these hikers used
the permit parking lot, they would have access to a public restroom.

" Our yards and the street have become trashcans; dirty baby diapers, water bottles, food wrappers, etc. are strewn
everywhere.

• Dog owners allow their animals to defecate in our yards and driveways without cleanup.

VIOLENCE ESCALATING
Confrontations, Threats and Verbal Abuse

" Residents are routinely subjected to rude hand gestures, expletives and physical threats as we try to drive, winding our way
up or down Iredell Street to avoid the hikers who walk in the middle of the street and refuse to yield to vehicles.

.. We are routinely blocked and harassed by hikers, creating intimidating and potentially violent situations for all of us,
especially those with young children.
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BUSINESSESOPERATING IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD
Boot Camps & Fitness Training

'" The neighborhood and street have now become a preferred location for fitness "boot camps." At the intersection of our
street, leading up to the parklands, fitness boot camps kick off at Sam and 6am with leaders shouting military commands and
blowing whistles. Even playing boom boxes at high volume to motivate their troops and waking the entire neighborhood .

., They march/run down the street as many as five-abreast making it impossible for cars to pass.
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SHAE.EER~&.GONOR Alan ,. Shaffer
A[S@shaffergonoriaw.com

EXHIBIT A: THE ATTACHED LETTER HAS BEEN SENT TO COUNCILMEMBER KREKORIAN ON BEHALF OF
ALL RESIDENTS OF UPPER IREDELL PUTTING THE CITY ON NOTICE OF THE DANGEROUS CONDITION
WHICH EXISTS DUE TO THE CITY'S FAILURE 1'0 RESTRICT PARKING ALONG BOTH SIDES OF UPPER
IREDELL STEEr.

David M. GOIIO!"

DM G@shaffergollorlaw.com

January 20, 2011

Mr. Paul Krekorian
City Councilmember, Council District 2
6350 Laurel Canyon Blvd.
Suite 201
North Hollywood, CA 91606

Dear Councilmember Krekorian,

Please accept this correspondence as formal notice that the failure to permit both sides of upper Iredell Street with parking restrictions
creates a dangerous condition to its residents. Not only is upper Iredell Street of substandard street size, but it is located in a
designated fire brush area wherein a large section of the street is comprised of unoccupied dry land. Due to its designation as a fire
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brush area, the Fire Department places annual clearance requirements on its occupants. In the event of a fire in the immediate, upper
Iredell would serve as the only access for emergency response vehicles and personnel,

Confirming what has been previously communicated to your office, thousands of hikers that visit Fryman Canyon have discovered the
absence of parking restrictions on both sides of upper Iredell Street. The entrance to the hiking trail is just houses away, hikers have
found it convenient to park their vehicle along upper Iredell. Accordingly, dozens of cars park on upper Iredell on an hourly basis.
This problem escalated once lower Iredell and Fryman streets were granted permit parking. The continued parking problem has
become so unbearable that upper Iredell residents have collectively joined together to circulate a petition so that the dangerous
condition created by the existence of parked cars can be eliminated.

As the residents of upper Iredell have now been advised of their rights and remedies, this letter has been provided to each resident so
that should legal action need to be initiated against the city for damages or injuries resulting from the inability of emergency response
units and personnel to access upper Iredell, they will be able to establish that the City was placed on notice of the dangerous condition
which exists due to the City's failure to restrict parking along both sides of upper Iredell Street. If litigated, we are confident that a
trier of fact, when balancing the interests of public safety vs. public recreation, will conclude that the City's failure to act rises to a
level of negligence.

We trust that you will give this matter the attention it deserves.

Very truly yours
SHAFFER & GONOR

Al Shaffer
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